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Editorial
A reporter for the New York Sun attended a big fight in Madison Square Garden
one night and was assigned a seat with eight other reporters from as many newspapers. The preliminaries were slow and not very interesting so all nine men decided
to step into an ante-room and have a smoke. As the conversation drifted along, mostly
of the coming championship bout, a few drinks were mixed. The New York Sun reporter was a victim of one or more of three unfortunate circumstances: I, he hadn't
eaten; 2, he couldn't hold his liquor; or 3, he drank too much. Whatever happened he
was out during the main bout and therefore would be unable to account to his editor
for the fight. The other eight reporters felt sorry for their comrade of the press and
each one, unaware of the others doings, wrote an account of the big fight, signed the
unfortunate reporter's name to it and sent it to his editor. The editor had eight different stories of the same event and all apparently written by the same man. He printed
all eight stories on the sports page and over them captioned ir. bold black type were
the words, "GREATER LOVE HATH NO MAN."
There were nine men, all working in strictest competition and eight of them leaned over backwards to help a fallen brother. If every one in the world would lean
over backward just once in a while old Mother Earth wouldn't be full of the evil,
hate, wrongdoings and tyranny that it is today.
Having egotistical inclinations won't prevent us from doing a good turn even if
it's done only to make us feel warm and human inside. Cooperation an9. understanding are as necessary to the continued existence of the race we call civilized as the
school and the home, and are a part of these two factors. The isolationists blared
forth before the last war that we should let everyone else fight their own battles. If
we were in the foreigners' shoes these isolationists would have begged for help. It's
not a case of dog eat dog anymore. The tune has changed over centuries of progress.
Now it is that Golden Rule "Do Unto Others As You Would Have Them Do Unto
You."
Life is a continuous game of give and take. A few people like to give and receive
nothing tangible in return. Others want to take and give nothing in return. I don't
mean that one should always be giving but one must give a part of himself too and
for each part he gives he gains threefold. "He who gives himself with his alms feeds
three. Himself, his hungry neighbor and Me."
As we go to our tasks let's reach out a helping hand and be kind to others as we
want them to be kind to us, and remember, "GREATER LOVE HATH NO MAN."
Dutch Isert
B. U. Editor
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Ralph and Ann and J ack and Betty,
after their double wedding, took the day
train to Niagara Falls. At the hotel, immediately after dinner, they started up
to their rooms. Just as they got off the
elevator at their floor, lightning struck a
transformer and all the hotel lights went
out. Groping along they made their way
their rooms, undressed and crawled
mto bed-all except Ralph, who knelt to
pray. Just as he finished his prayer, the
lights went on. To his horror the girl in
the bed was Betty instead of Ann. R alph
jumped up and rushed for the door. "Too
late to hurry now," cooed Betty. "Jack
never prays."

~
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Don Riley: I wish I had a nickel for
every girl I've kissed.
Ben Murphy: What would you do, buy
a pack of gum?

•

Where in H- have I seen you before?
I don't know. What part of H- are
you from?

~h

burnt mah l:s on a dish of hot
chocolate."
"Yeah, man. Does ah know her?"

•

Men are as honest and truthful as
women-that's why girls are so suspicious
of them.

~entleman

A gent swore that he acted towards 0 .n unobstructive
in a muhis wife, twenty years later just as he did seum was gazing rapturously at a huge
before they were married. He said that he oil painting of a shapely girl dressed in
rE membered just how he used to act only a few strategically arranged leaves.
when he first fell in love with her. He The title of the picture was SPRING.
would walk over to her home at night
Suddenly the voice of wife snapped:
and lean on t he yard fence and gaze at "Well, what are you waiting for-Auher shadow on the curtain, afraid to go tumn?"
in. He said that he acted the same way
now.
Mess Sergeant: "You're not eating your
fish. What's wrong with it?"
Psycho: "Do you suffer from impure
Pvt. : "Long time no sea."
thoughts?" Patient: "No, I rather enjoy
Have pity on those sad guys
them."
Whose girls have done t hem dirt.
There's nothing that can dry their eyes
Except another skirt.

•

•

•

•

Bellhop (after ten minutes}-Did you
ring, sir?
Man-Hell, no. I was tolling. I thought
you were dead.
The Perfect G ift For

Valentine's Day

Flavor Of The Month

There is no more beautiful way to
symbolize your affection on Valentine's day than to present your loved
one with a gift of jewelry. Let us
h elp you select this important gift.

Morris Jewelry Store
408 Main St.
"B owling Gr een's Oldest J ewelry Store"

Whitehouse Cherry
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SABOTAGE
The Toppers started the New Year off
by presenting their Mid-Winter Ball given
at Beech Bend with a grand orchestra
featuring Jack Staulcup on January 6. I
saw Clem Rollins with Pug Bolen, Betty
Hedgepeth and Bud Wilson, George Manley and Carol K., Eva H. and Benny M.,
Sam Davis and Betty D., Tish A. and
Joe Draffon, Omar and Marg R., Faye
Wakeland and Dutch, Pat Hugart and
Leland Steely, Tom Pund and Bonllie
Keller, Bill Rudd and Dimple, Paul Ri.ner
and Tonie A., Bill Lashlee and Charlotte,
Dayrl and Jean Coules, Bill Flaherty and
Pat Atkins.
Pat looked out of this world in a strapless street length dress, she always sa id
she didn't know how to jitter-bug; but I
think she was being modest. Don't you
agree Bill?
Francis Gilmore must have really enjoyed her trip to Florida duri.ng the
Christmas holidays, because she stayed a
week longer. Since she came back, she
and Paul Riner aren't going steady. Paul
has a girl at home, and Francis has a
fellow in Florida. Paul was seen a few
times with Faye Wakeland and Tonie
Andrews during the past few weeks. A
mixed up affair but interesting.
Bobbie Howard who was here the first
part of the year, quit school and went
home; but during the holidays she married the chap from Harlan. Also Bill
Droughn and Pat McIntosh got married
and are living on State Street. Harold
CAR OWNERS!
For Complete Car Repair
Take Your Car To

B. U. Bigs

Greenfield and Beth Francis will be married by the time this issue is out. Harold
says that he is having a hard time trying
to find a place to live; and if you don't
find an apartment, you can always live in
your car.
Betty Kallam came back not married
but is sporting a vogue like hair-do. I can
say this, she is one out of a million who
can wear their hair like that. Faye W.
must have liked the new style, because a
week later she goes down to D ennis
Lilly's Shop and get the new look. Take
it easy girls, let's not lose our heads or
should I say our hair.
Edna Corey will be lost when Charlie
is gone. Honestly, we all give yo u our
permission to go with him.
I guess Jeanne Ferguson broke a few
of the guys' hearts when she came back
and said she was going steady with a guy
at home, but in this case I know both
Jeanne and Donny personally; and I believe this is the real thing. They are two
very nice and wonderful people.
I would like to announce the birth of
a 7 pound 7 ounce baby girl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Maddox, on Saturday, January
14, at 6 a. m. I asked Paul who did it look
like. He said, "a baby doesn't look like
anyone when it is just born, but she has
my darn big feet." Mary and Paul are
really two happy parents. Congratulations'
There was a big party given at the
Mammoth Cave Hotel in the honor of several birthdays. I really couldn't tell you
whose birthday it was, because it seemed
like 4 or 5 birthdays combined in one.
The dinner was wonderful and the big
cake was beautiful, with umpteen candles
on it. I do know that Bill Chandler helped blowout the candles. A few who were

Wallace Motor Co.
Your Ford Agency

Haircuts -

Service on All Makes Cars
OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT HAS
Motor Tune-Up
Paint Shop

Brake Service
Wash and Grease

For Wrecker Service Call
284 or 2814

SOc -

Haircuts

At

But~s

Barber Shop

THREE EXPERIENCED BARBERS
LOCATED

Downstairs of the new State Theatre
On College

st.
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there were Mr. and Mrs. George Fortin,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moorehead, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Chandler, Tom Ratliffe and
Bernice Brown, Tonie Andrew and
Homer Duke, Jim LeGrande, Sam Malone Clem Rollins, Wylie M. and June,
Lea~y Wood and Betty J., Louis Ranall
and Poppy Hagan, Jerry Baker and P.at
Gant, Marg and Omar, Edna an~ CharlIe,
Bill Cameron and Betty, and stIll a few
others. It was really a wonderful party,
and I know that all who were there will
agree with me.
Jack Beam and Vivian Lee, who were
here last year were married January 19,
1950. They are two very nice people who
love to party. I want to wish them all the
happiness for years to come, also to R.
T. Kunze who will be married on January 21, 1950.
This I can say will be my last column
for the T.N.T. for I am leaving this semester or should I say past semester, because
when you get this issue I will probably
be at home and have started working,
which is something we all have to look
forward to when we finish school. I want
to say I have really met some wonderful
people here and have had some wonder~ul
times with a lot of you. So let me wIsh
each of you the best of luck in the world
in whatever you plan or want to do and
may we someday meet again. I ~~nt y0.u
to know that it has been fun wntmg thIS
column.
June
The young lady telephoned the record
shop and got a furniture w~rehouse by
mistake. "Do you have Red LIpS and Ten
Kisses?" she asked.
"No" said the warehouseman "but we
have a , red cat and ten kittens. "
"Is that a record?" she asked.
"Well, said the warehouseman, "we
think it is."

ctt~
• BAND BOX CLEANERS.
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A COLLEGE CALENDAR
Registration
Ma tricula tion
Dissipation
Elimination

•

Support the man whose doctrine true
You feel pertains most to you.
And with this cheer the air was rent,
"Vote Kinsey in for President!"

•
•

A wedding ring is like a tourniquet, it
stops your circulation.
An enemy, I know, to all
Is wicked, wicked, alcohol,
The good Book, though, commanded me
To learn to love my enemy.

•
• from puppy love
'Tis but a short span
to a dog's life.
•
Fat in a woman is like sugar in coffee.
I t sOOn settles to the bottom.
• girls draw the line
The only time that
is when they use an eyebrow penciL
• and Mama Gnu
Papa Gnu came home
Marriage is a mutual partnership-with
the husband the mute.

looked at him shyly and said: "Deal\ I've
got Gnus for you."

•

Female Driver: "I want a glass of water
for the radiator, a thimbleful of oil for
the crank case, and a demitasse of gasoline. I think that will be alL"
Attendant: "Couldn't I cough in your
tires?"

•

Gabby Girl: "Of course, I wouldn't
say anything about her unless I could
say something good, and boy-oboyoboyis this good . . .!"

Royal Barn Florist
"Flowers That Speak

Phone 877

For You"

926 10th St.

220 13th St.

Located For Your Convenience

We Deliver
Bowling Green,

Kentucky

516 E. 10th

Phone 2262
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'vVh\' jn thl' "n)l'1d did wum::m take

lip L1 i\Llli~ ~mywa,\'?

, ic': Ttl give them somet hing to think
"b(lut v:hiic they arc t,ilking,

•

"l!ut cbrling, why aren't :you wearing
'n\' Ll'atC'i'l1it v pin?"
"All ilw y'cllows SclY that it rips their
illclts,

"

•

~;l'l! ,",1n L:
1.

W!lere's the bugler?
11\'<1",' lwbz : DUl'lnu, sir. I guess he
G

'ilf,I.\'
I ,~

'.I

ell) tl1C',\' pa\' you in the candle

'L( )1'\ '.>"
" i~:\' jill' \r\'jck:ll

'fh,' spine,l l'I,lumn i:i a bunch o[ bones,
;11' he'ad sits on top, and you sit on

h 11 torn,

e

1\ N cw England cemetery epitaph reads:
, H( l'l' I lc~,; an <.11 heist. All ciressed up and
II(J place tn go ,"
(t

(rapping on cies]':): Order!
C ;~:s:,: TIccr'
[)cul'.

j'"u r

(Jut

u[

rive womell -h aters ore

\i'( II 11 l'll.

e
1\ \\'1: 111:1 11':-: bc'si ,Isset is m,ln's imag-I I :': I I (Jl1,

"

SI LlCIe'llt (ill bookstore): "1 row much is
1111:-. j),q)l'l"("
('[('1 k: "SC'\'C '11t y-( ivc' cent.s a ream,"
Stll<l('l1t: " H sure is l"

•
the

Thcll th,,1'(' was
giJ'l so dumb, she
1111111,['1: til(' J<'rl'llch Quorter W:lS a rare

He: "Where is the old-fashioned [l id
who fainted when a feilow kissed herr'
She: "Same.: pbf'c the o ld-fashioned
boy is who made hel' faint ."
<:&

Another bookstore tale: "Do yo u have
the new L ook?" a customer asked the
ma iden clerk. "No," she replied, "but
there is plenty of the ole! Life left,"

o
The modern girl is really a gen ius,
Her forefathe r:> went tu the California
gold fields in '49 and mined with a pick
a nd sho\'(~L while the modern girl mel'ely
strokes a balding h ead,
Gil

By tl!e way, dicl ,\'OU 11C,U' <.1bout the'
traveling salesman who stopped at a farm
hom e and a sked iF he could sLay all night
a nd the farmer told llim he could not because he did not Len e a daughter')
!j

A country l'ciilor lde.:l's 10 t he modern
gir~s as th (' bare neC'C'ssiLc's of life,
@

Vll'Y touching is thl' ,,~tOl'y (1f the boss
\vho could not keep a stenograp her beC;'L!:" c h e was so bow-legged t bl':V repeatlCll~r fell through his lap,
fa

Nevel' 100 old to tell: A sho Llting convl'rsa tion across the \''-lliey, way down
:~m()~:g the hills-"Could I bonow your
C'ulii\'aior"" "No, ii's broke" "vVho broke
ii"" "Hircd man," "S8 111e hired m:1l1 who
0"0 [ V(lur daughter in trouble Insl Yf':tl",'"
:'Yei) ," "Clum'sv, nill't. 11 (,','"
T il l' sh ol'ic'st bl,c/time ~;io ly eV l'l' told:

FOllntajn

Drinks

Service

('·1111.

®

was (lilly a Jilm cl'nsor's claughter,
1)(11 she knew when to cut it out.

"The Best In Foud

S ll (,

Specializing In

e

TIAR-B-Q OF ALL KINDS

Wi ['c': The ne\v maid has burned the
1):1(':<11 :ll1d (',i~,U;~;, (bl'ljn~;, vVouldn'i you be
~;ltiS i'I ('d w;Lh i1 cuuple of kisses Jor break-

And

LISt':
III1''; \):1lld:
~:,
d,I\',

\\ l'l(,d

•

tv; and lVIol'Y Lou were talking one
'1';0 ",JU allow a man to kiss you
>\lU ~'l' alit driving with him?" asked

t' "'"l'S.·'

At

Sure, Bring her in,

1~f '11. ,\-.
";\jCVl'l'," answered Mary Lou, "If a
illidl Ctil drl\'c safelv while kissing me,
I .. s i)(d givj',g the kiss ill\' atlentio n it

I: '.

WflOLF, COUNTRY IIAMS

~~REDDIE'S
1/2 Mile North Bridge
On Louisville Road
Phone 9134

Bowling Green, Ky,
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CHARM
JUDY PRUETT
Western
Princeton, Ky.

FAYE WAKELAND

B. U.
Hattiesburg, Mississippi
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GO S SIP --- Western

Wheels

Well, here we are in a new semestertime does fly, doesn't it? Maybe you would
like to hear some of the news that has
happened around school, so here goes .....
Christmas vacation was also a honeymoon for a lot of kids. Ileta Smith tied
the final knot , and she heard wedding
bells along with the Christmas bells.
Guess who else got married??? Yes,
that's right, Maurice Hale! Surprised!! We
hear his girl or wife should I say is from
his hometown of Owensboro. Rumor has
it that she is really nice, so here's wishing
them the best of everything.
And what about Betty Sue and Rodney? What a low blow to pull on your
friends! Maybe now all will be smooth
and nice, we hope so anyway. We wish
you all kinds of happiness.
January 28, 1950, was a special date
for some happy little gal. Teddy Lou
Johnson finally got her man and everyone
is tickled to death about it. David certainly could not do any better, so we are
glad he finally decided Teddy was tops.
Of course, we all know she is, but then it
takes some people a long time to come
to their senses. I know we all wish happiness and success to two swell people.
Jean Baird also has a ring flashing
around-pretty, too. Heard it was his
mother's ring so you know it is the very
best. Just wonder when her glad day is
coming? Minnie isn't losing any time,
either-she and Bud Brown seem to be
hitting it off pretty well together.
Mickey Wise seems to be llaving quite
a gay time- dating two boys at the same
time-correction, three! II Tell us, Mickey,
just how do you do it? Rip and Tody are
both fine boys, so maybe you are having
a hard time making up your mind. Could
that be it? But just where does Sam Potter come in? Is he in the race, too? Wonder how it will all turn out?????
Betty M. from Louisville is a mighty

cute and friendly girl. Do you notice what
high spirits she seems to be in at all times?
If you are ever down Betty can sure bring
you up again. Just ask Proxy!!
Jo Rigsby-what's come off? First
one, then the other, then back to Wayne
Fors again. Can't you make up your mind?
Of course, I can see why they both would
like to date you, so let them fight over
you and see who comes out the stronger.
Joan Garvin and Dick Zaruba are two
swell kids that make a fine couple. They
seem just suited to each other, so here's
to them.
Lou Nell seems to be hitting it off
pretty well with Willie now. Made it nice
for both of them going back to the same
hometown, didn't it?
Alma seems to be seeing a good deal
of Tom White lately. Could love be brewing up between them? Think I also saw
George Simpson hanging around the other
day. Maybe Alma is having a hard time,
too.
Jean Narron and Homer Nation are
still going quite steady now after that
little split at the first of school. They make
a wonderful couple so we hope they stay
on good terms at all times in the future.
And what do you think of Mabel
Cheek and Charles Dawson!!!! Really, I
don't know what to think about it; but
they sure do seem to have good times
together- practically every night, that
is. That's another couple I wonder how
will turn ouL Live and see, I guess.
Sara Downing is dating someone new
again-is Arnold still "The One" or has
someone else taken his place? ? ? Where
does the Price boy enter the picture?
Did you notice Judy Pruett a few days
before we went home for Christmas?
Well, you should have. Honestly, love
was just bursting out all over. The answer couldn't have been Philip or could
it? ? ? Did you also notice Ina Ware T.

Dollar Bros. Shoe Co.

DODSON CLOTHES

417 Park Row

"The Friendly Men's Store"

Fine Shoes Fitted by X-Ray
Bowling Green, Ky .

.

211 Main

Bowling Green, Ky.
,
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around with another Philip? Too bad he
isn't around all the time. Wonder if there
is a mutual love there?
June Mitchell sure does have a lovely
voice and she herself is lovely along with
it. Several of the guys have found out
what a sweet gal she is. Do you know
Dolores Sshaeffer?? Now there's a cute
girl for you-she has loads of personality
with it so-wait a minute, boys, get in
line. After all, she can only take you one
at a time.
Frank Bacon and Julia Smith are back
together again. See, abything can happen
between a Baron and a Beta. Just look at
what happened to Pat Cloud and Bill
Lewis.
Mary Lois Dotson is another gal flashing a ring around. I haven't heard when
her glad day is coming, but whenever it
is we wish you and yours happiness always.
Well, we sure are going to miss one
cute little girl this semester, but I guess
we will have to give her permission since
she is planning on getting married in
April. Bobbie Jean York sure has stayed
true to the boy she loves, and we don't
blame her because haven't we all loved
her man at one time or another-none
other than Johnny Oldham. Love happens
to the best of people.
Did you notice that we were minus a
cheer leader? What a wonderful opportunity Bob is having-getting to go to
Germany and everything. He sure will
have a lot to tell us when he comes back
to school next year.
We noticed Jack Wells at a ball game
not too long ago. It sure is swell to see
you up and about again. We know Jane
Banks is even more glad than us. Maybe
you will set another date for a wedding
and make lots of people happy.
Aubrey Embry and Jean DeVore are
still going together-like they have for
the last three years. Maybe something
will happen when graduation time rolls
around. They never seem to fuss or quarrel, so I guess they get along pretty well
together.
Darnell Waters is a transfer student
and a member of the Hilltopper squad. I
haven't seen him dating any of the lovely
young ladies on the campus-how come?
Is there a gid back home that you are
staying true to, Darnell, or can't you find
what you are looking for on Western's
campus.
It is always good to see alumni come

9

MORE , POWER
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Plus

ECONOMY
!t's a facio There's one motor oil that
saves you money on gasoline while it '
increases horsepower.
On cars picked at randim-cars that '
had been using 26 other quality oils '
-by changing to Macmillan Oil the
horsepower was increased an average
of over 8%. This means an 8% saving
-over 2c per gallon on gasoline (figuring gasoline at 25c per gallon). This
adds up to a saving of $2 on the aver".
age 1500 mile oil drain period. Buy
Macmillan Oil today at the sign of II'
the big red M.

II

•

~.

I

1,[

J' I

J

I

( 'j

Distributed by

THE MACMILL~N ' OIL
DISTRIBUTING ,CO.
of Southern Ky.
Paul R. Maddox
Harold L. Greenfield
Phone 2477-W
Bowling Green, Kentucky
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back for a visit. We frequently see Joan
Smith, Goldie Wilson, David Chase, and
Jim Pfister. Of course there are many
others.
Irene and Bill seem to be doing all
r ight, too. You see them everyplace together. It must be nice to have such fun
together as they do. More power to you.
Hal Arnett is another transfer student
who is a pre-dent major. Saw him dating
Beverly Irish-could he glad that he did
change schools???
Jean Amos is a girl that is well worth
your time looking at. She is not only cute,
but has such a wonderful personality to
go with it. Jean has more friends than I
can begin to name, so I won't try. Anyway I thought you might like to know one
of the cutest gals around.
Sara Hagerman sure is going steady
-with a cute blond football player. I'll
give you three guesses who I mean and the
first two don't count. They do make a cute
couple, so let's watch and see what happens between them.
Wendell Burns and Martha Logan seem
to have lots in common. They sure do make
a nice couple so let's hope they decide to
make t heir friendship last for a long time.
Oh, no, not another class-I believe
that's all I do . Go to classes. But I'll be
seeing you next month, so . ...
Navy Bill Opines-In a swimming suit
or an evening gown she really shows the
stuff she is made of.

February 1950

The sudden entrance of a wife has
caused many a secretary to change her
position.

•

The real reason money is called Jack
is because the Queen takes it.
fJ

Confucius Say: Salesman who cover
chair instead of territory always on bottom.

o

Boss- I don't quite get it, Jones. You
had yesterday off for your mother-inlaw's funeral, and I met her down town
today, looking very healthy.
Employee-But I didn't say she was
dead, sire. I just said I'd like to go to
her funeral.

•

She: "My husband has flat feet. Can
I get a divorce on that?"
Lawyer: "Not unless his feet visit the
wrong flat."
Dad to small
business how I
But I will tell
t 2inly cured me

son: "It's none of your
first met your mother,
you one thing: it cerof whistling."

•
•
"I caught my boy-friend necking!"
"I caught mine that way, too."
•
First Noble: What did the skunk say

She's a very sanitary girl. Always
taking somebody to the cleaners.

Halitosis is better than no breath at

•
all.
Nurse-You wish•to see the young man

when the wind changed?
Second Ditto: It all comes back to me
now .

injured in the motor accident? You are
the lady who was with him?
Betty-Yes, I thought it would be only
fair to give him the kiss he was trying
for.

Tenderfoot: Betcha I can tell how
much water goes over Niagara Falls to
the quart.
Star: How much?
Tenderfoot: (smugly) two pints!

Visit
The

LADIES

College Street INN

•

For The Best in Holiday
Finery

Herb and Max ine

Go To

Famous
For
• Foot Long Hotdogs • Soft Drinks
• Sandwiches
• Ice Cream
• Short Orders

Jack Russell's
Dress eSc Hat Shop
910 State St.
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SPOKES &1 HUBS (No Wheels) - - - - DUTCH
Name

WhyThey
Came To
School

Favorite
Expression

I Their

Favor- As Tilley See
Themselves
its Pastime

As Others
See Them

Ambitions

Johnnie
Baker

To Get The
G.!. Bill

Gosh Dern,
Fingers

Dancin' and
Lovin'

A Coach

Rudolph
Valentino

To See
Georgeann
Married

Warrene
Cannon

That's A
Good Question

Lordy,
Honey

Canasta

Receptionist

Jewelry
Clerk

Work In
Hawaii

Georgeann
Mitchell

To Keep An
Eye On
Johnnie

I Love You

Knitting
But Not For
Britain

Housewife

Biology
Major

To See
Johnnie
Married

Bonnie
Keller

Moose Lodge

Well, Gosh

Going To
Nashville

In The
Mirror

Party Girl

To Build A
Better Party

George
Fortin

To Work

Beat's Me
(He's Married)

Bridge

College
Professor
Full

Romeo

6 Months
Vacation,
Twice A
Year

Dumbo
Kluss

Date Cooty

Blank

Cooty

Dumbo

Flying With
Her Ears

To Marry
Cooty

Louie
Nichols

Income

Go To ----

Courtin'

Professor

A Father

Not To Get
Married

"Salty"
Dunbar

Get Some
Smart

Cigars, Ciga rettes,
Something
To Smoke

Doin' Noth-

Career
Woma n

Steamship
Skipper

To Be A
Xmas Tree

Sam
Malone

Darn If I
Know

Da rn If I
Know

St udying

This Morning

At Night

Make Lots
Of Money
And Fun

Tutt
Snodgrass

To Get Out

* $ c * &
- - x ! &

Naval
Strategy

Oil Mag
nate

Pumpin Gas
At Mobley
Oil Co.

To Make All
Women
H-a-p-p-y

Snake
Day

Didn't Want
To Work

Ug!

Shooting
Pool

Great Lover

Frankenstein

Bookie

Marthella
Mayhall

Ha! H a !

Nuts!

Photography

Joha nna
Ha rris

Piano Tuner

To Do A
Good Job
Well

Dave
Almand

Have a good
time

Well

R azzin' the
Toppers

Hobo

Hobo

Huntin' For
A Housekeeper

Barbara
Fox

Mom Said
So

I'll Never
Tell

Driving

Private
Secretary

Farmer

To Get Out
Of School

Slim
Allison

Mingle With
Clean Living

I Don't
Know

Goin' Horne
On A Weekend

President
of U. S.

Garba ge
Disposal
Corps

President of
U. S.

George
Shemwell

I Don't
Know

Oh Geez!

Play Poker

President of
Gen. Motors

Greasemonkey

To Get A
Royal Flush
(cards)

Bud
Wilson

To Get Educated

100 Mi., 200
Degr ees

Sleep

Retired

Plow Jockey

Big Business

John N.
Baker

Further His
Education

Mamie

Mamie

President of
Goodyear

Gas Station
Attendent

To Get A
Woman

in'
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A Round With "Dutch"
One day a light switch was overheard
telling a wall, - - "I'm Off." Well so are
we, on another month and more news,
views and brews. The new semester has
started and a few new faces have ap peared, names not known at this writing
but one of the old standby's is back again after
a semester's vacation and
Oscar Talmadge is as
welcome as suger at a
h 0 u s e-f 1 y convention.
The best oT luck to you
Oscar . .
How man y
people were pre sen t
when Chad Rollins ate
four scrambled eggs and
twenty raw eggs at one
DUTCH
sitting. Congratulations
Chad, you'll be th e first man in history
to literally raise his own chickens. Contrary to prior issues I believe that I WIll
change tactics this month and from now
on I'll have a personality each month who
has been chosen as either a "Miss Charm"
or a "Man of Distinction." To get this new
idea started I have a small stick of dynamite with boundless energy, finesse, personality and charm. She needs no introductions so I'll just give you her name,
Miss Billie Faye Wakeland, (sometimes at
a safe distance called Wakefield.)
During the hot summer of 1930 on
August 31, Mr. and Tvlrs. J. G. Wakeland
of Hattiesburg, Mississippi were introduced to their first and only daughter, having previously produced three sons, J ack,

Drink

February 1950

Jimmy and Tommy. Sleeping occupied
most of her time then, as it does now
when she gets a chance, the movie, the
inn, a car, just anywhere and she drops
off to sleep. At the age of two Faye's
mother passed away so the sleepy little
squirt was taken by her grandmother
and grandfather, and grandmother was
eventually abbreviated to just plain
"mother." Short and sawed off attended
camp school and got her first and last
spanking in the first grade for eating
candy in school. That didn't stop the
spankings though as every afternoon
about six p. m. the proper angle was assumed for the daily exerc ising of
parental authority. This was for taking
four hours to walk the four blocks from
school. When in the sixth grade Faye
started a tumbling club and was president. The tenth grade found her pledging Delta Beta Sigma, Alpha Xi chapter
sorority. Her brother Jimmy used to
have to pull her around in her Little Red
Wagon. (My Dod, What I Do Now).
Shorter-than-I-am was a cheerleader in
her Junior year of High School and was
rapidly becoming another wily, cunning
female. Believe it or not she used to
make her aunt's dates give her a stick of
gum before she would let them in the

~

l{e'Olisfake
DIAMOND

RINGS

The

"PROUD LOOK"
WI TH A

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RING

Be Refreshed

From

With A "Coke"
Bowling Green Coca -Cola
Works. Incorpora ted
Bowling Green, Ky.

Bottling

HARTIG &BINZEL

"Bowling Green's Leading Jewelers"
Located
On The Square

house. Unfair labor practice but "runt"
got by with it. During her senior year
Faye wasn't big enough to play half-back
on the girl's football team so they stuck
"peanut" in the twenty-five cent back
position. Being short obviously held no
disadvantages because "Shorty" was vicepresident of the Dramatic Club, member
of the Home Economics Club, made the
Honor Roll (That took work), and was
granted Senior Privileges. After acquirmg the Diploma from high school a short
lime was spent in the Mississippi State
Ccllege for Women where Faye majored
m Home Economics. She also learned to
smoke and play bridge, spending odd and
spare moments studying. Someone suggested Bowling Green Business Universi y so bringing her one transferable
cledit with her, "light fuse" came here
and "enlisted" in the two year College
Secretarial Course. Faye thinks that the
people at B. U., Western, Boots and Saddles Club, Moose and Melody Club are
all swell and loves them all, platonically
of course. It's s.well having you with us
Faye and as a parting thought, "Not eatmg for seven days is bound to make one
week."
N ow let's get to the news and views.
. . . The most recent engagement not
publicly announced is Eva Hammond and
HEY FELLOWS!
LOOK WHAT CAN BE FOUND AT

lANUY'S 8iltllAfl:D PARLOR
Short Orders
Steaks
Chops
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Home Made
Soup
Sandwiches

C01nplinlents
of

" T he S tore All Women Know"

Your Personal Appearance Is Your
G r eatest Asset Don' t Undersell It

Compliments Of

ALSO
F inest Billia rd T a b les In T own
- All New Equip m en t

HaIrs Men's Store

The Best In Fine Foods

Compliments

At Modest P r ices

Of

DIXIE CAFE
Air Conditioned
On The Square
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Benny Murphy. The wedding is supposed to take place in the spring and we
wish you both all the luck in the world.
. . . The new semester has started but
at this writing the names of the new students aren't available but we'll have them
next month because Jack McAlister is
going to stand out in front of the school
and interview all the new femmes for
addresses and phone numbers. Give us
a clue Jack. . . . Dave Almand got his
pin back from Marguerit'2 who is in Havana, Cuba so that puts him on the loose
again . . . . Earl "Tombstone" \'Voodward
b m ;ssing Duple Duplex Grant a little
more than the rest of us. . . . One of the
studes was tried recen tly [or stealing a
lSS0 calendar. He got twelve months.
. . . The populace has really been g Jing
all out to attend the trials at the Court
house. Mrs. Carl Fox gets there at sC'ven
A M. to be sure of a front row seat. Whv ,
Mrs. F ox! Tsk, tsk, tsk. . . . Charles McCalla is running the Grill now since Jack
Moseley left. . . . There's a girl here in
town who lets all the boys kiss her because she once slapped a boy who was
chewing tobacco.
. June Abdony,
known somcplaces as J eebow Ska-dcetin-dite-in, the smile with the girl b ehind
it is dreading the thought of leavin g B.
U. June says that her dark complexion
is due to the air in Logan, West Virginia.
It is a mining town and the coal dust
never settles. . . . Fireball Cannon won
$135 over C h r i s t mas by telling the
Quaker Oats Company's Radio Show what
was on their box of cereal. Now we know
the secret of Fireball's charm, she eats
oatmeal . . . Tutt Snodgrass who is al-

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT

$4.00 Month 3 Months $1 0.50
ROYAL
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ways doing something for someone, needed help th e other dav after the WesternLouisville game. He had been up most of
the night and needed sleep badly. L et's
get Tom to put a b ed in your office, Tutt.
. Roy Clark, Clyde Cole, Perkins
Overton and Chuck Thomas have Ed's
ur:dying gratitude for their help at the
end of last semester . . . Barbara Fox
has sworn off of Corn Curls and Hot Dogs.
Sr.e was deathly ill on all of the better
ftrcets of Bowling Green, New Years Eve.
Thin gs like that would hair-lip the world,
eh Tutt! . . . Then there's the one about
the girl who thought she was going to
:';Jer:d j- er honeymoon in France because
her fiance told her that as soon as they
werc married he would show her where
he was wounded in the war . . . Overheard in a corner at the Toppers dance
was the following conversation - "You
know, (nam e omitted), every time I see you
my heart beats faster and I feel the urge
to do bigger and better things. I feel so
strong and virile. Do yo u know what that
means?" " Sure," she said, "it means that
in abo ut five minutes you and I are going
to han; a wrestling match." (no names
please; . . . A recent verification of the
fact t ha t Dixon Hood's wife Eloise proposed to him and NOT he to her. Eloise's
mother verified this so it must b e true. No
m2.tter what happened she does make the
b es t spaghetti dinner you ever tasted . . .
One of the most promising yo u ng ladies in
school is Lita Lewis who with the one and
only Frank Martin make a lovely couple
on any dance floor. Lita, your mother exPE:cts a lot of you so continue on the way
you are anel you'll reach her highest expectations. . . . If you want something
good try one of Esth er Snodgrass's sweet
potat02s. TERRIFIC! . . . Bill Roemer
I ad a large private party at the Boots and
Scddles during the holidays and there
were one-hundred and eigh t invited guests
r.nel two UNinvited. Now fellows, you

REMIN GTON

VI SIT
UNDERWOOD

THE
L. C. SMITH
NOI SLE SS

We Deliv er. Just Call 1235

DUCK INN CAFE
FOR
SAND W IC HES -

SHORT OR D ERS

334 Thirteen th
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should know better than to crash a party.
. . . A young lady was pretty disgusted
the other day and told me just exactly
what she thought of men. Men, she says,
are what women marry. They have two
hands, two feet, and sometimes two wives,
but no more than one dollar or one idea
at a time. Like Turkish cigarettes, they
are all made of the same m aterial, the
only difference is that some are better
disguised than others. Generally speaking,
men may be divided into three classes;
husbands, bachelors and widowers. Husbands are of three types: prizes, surprises,
and consolation prizes. Making a husband
out of a man is one of the highest forms
of plastic art known to civilization. It requires science, sculpture, common sense,
faith, hope and charity - M 0 S T L Y
CHARITY. It's a psychological marvel
that all tender, soft, violet-scented creatures enjoy kissing a big awkward, stubchinned, tobacco and bayrum scented
thing like a male. If you flatter a man,
you frighten him to death. If you don't
flatter him, you bore him to death. If you
permit him to make love to you, he gets
tired of you in the end, and if you don't,
he gets tired of you in the beginning. If
you argue with him on everything, you
cease to charm him. If you believe a lie
he tells you, he thinks you are a fool. If
you don't believe him, he thinks you are
a cynic. If you wear gay colors, rouge,
startling hat, he hesitates to take you out,
but if you wear a little beret and a tailored suit, he takes you out and stares all
evening at the woman in the gay colors,
rouge and startling hat. If you are a clinging vine, he doubts if you have a brain
in your head. If you are modern, advanced
and independent, he doubts that you have
a heart. If you are silly, he longs for a
bright mate, if you are brilliant, he longs
for a playmate. Man is just a worm in the
dust. He comes along, wiggles around for
a while, and finally some chicken gets
him-WHAT A LIFE! . . . The school
Christmas party was a terrific success
but who was the brazen character who
showed up in a scivvy shirt and a sport

coat. Some people have more brass than
a ring tailed monkey. If he didn't have a
dress shirt I would have loaned him one
but golly fellow, you looked as out of
place as an Irishman at a Polish wedding.
. . . The bird dogs are just as bad as they
ever were or worse. It only shows how
cheap they are. They don't want to be
bothered with taking a date to a dance so
they go stag and pick out the girl they
want to dance with and not only break
on the same girl all of the time but refuse
to take her back to her escort after each
dance. Some one is liable to get very mad
at this action sometime and the offender
will wake up with a mouthful of loose
teeth. Wise up! and if the shoe fits, wear
it. The girls don't like it either, most of
them. . . . Gene "Luigi" Maunz was having a terrific time at the Military Ball
until Sara Ferri! got peeved at him and
wanted to go home. Karol Kluss was with
the one and only Cooty Manley and they
m ade what appeared to be the perfect
couple. Sharp as a razor. . . . An old boy
from around Harlan, Kentucky was at the
beach one Sunday afternoon. An extremely stout woman attired in a rather roomy
pair of slacks ambled down the lake shore
at a surprisingly fast pace. The old boy
observed to a neighbor, with a chuckle:
"Bud, I never thought I'd live to see a
sight like that-looks like two little boys
a' fighting' under a blanket. . . . The
Pitau Nu's had a terrific Chl'istmas party
and everyone had a wonderful time. It
was good to see Pete Livesy and Rex
Myers back and we hope to see more of
them. The choms line was out of this
world but I believe the girls had more
material to work with, boys. Tutt Snodgrass exceeded himself as Master of Ceremonies, especially in short pants. Hank
looks good in blue brief panties and
white brassear too but the ta-ra-ra-boomte-a was strictly sensational. Betty Peters,
a member of the Delta Theta Sorority
from Harlan, Kentucky, was chosen as
the Pi Tau Nu Dream Girl and they certainly made a fine choice. Congratulations
Betty! Bonnie Kellar and Sara Harlowe

Compliments Of
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SUBLETT DRUG CO.

SERVING BOWLING GREEN SINCE 1910
Six Convenient Stores
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were there to see Betty receive the honor
so everyone was happy . . . Another surprise of the year was the honoring of
Miss Jean Ferguson with the title of
Sweetheart of Alpha Sigma. Congratulations to you too, Jean . . . . I don't know
whether the rest of the students know
what these two honors are so I will explain a little about it. Each year the Pi
Tau Nu's select a dream girl and the
Alpha Sigma's select the sweetheart.
These are two of the four highest honors
given the girls while they are here in
school. J ust being attractive won't come
close to getting a girl the title. Sh e must
be neat in appearance, intelligent, pass
the fraternity's approval, have a pleasing
personality, a nice disposition, be photogenic and above all be popular with the
whole student body, boys and girls alike.
T hese girls deserve the best the world can
give them and if they keep on as they
have in the past, which I'm sure that they
will, they will have the best. . . . Fire
prevention week is over but we should be
constantly on the alert, so here is a little
suggestion. Next to a thoroughbred
mother-in-law, a fire is the most dangerous thing to have around the house. The
latter can be put out if you are alert. . .
the former cannot, except on occasionI would recommend that you turn to the
fire for warmth and cheerfulness. In case
of fire , obtain as much ice water as possible and throw into the flames. This has
more effect than warm water. Should fire
break out during the night, tie one end of
a twelve-foot rope to your bedpost, the
other end around your neck, jump from
the window and turn right. . . . It seems
odd not to see Betty KaHan and Don Riley
ou t as often as we used to. No break up
of friendly relations we hope. . . . A fine
gesture of the school would be to find a
way fo r the students to have access to a
gymnasium for afternoon recreation and
relaxation. Just going to school causes any
person to get soft, lazy and to have a
tendency to get stoop shouldered from
leaning over the books. Some healthful
exercise would be much better for the
students than sitting around a smokefilled room consuming quantities of cokes,
e t c. T r u e the social organizations have
softball and basketball but the ma.iority
of the students are ineligible for any but
the independent teams and there are rules
ab ou t t h e number of players allowed on
the fie ld or floor at anyone time. Just
a thou ght. . . . E. A. Smith and Hope are
still a steady couple but they never make
the big parties. It isn't that serious is it?
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MEET YOUR FRIENDS
-At-

12th STREET GRILL
F INE FOODS
Dine, Snack, or Lounge
In Comfort
Charles McCalla, Mgr.

TROY
LAUNDRY
AND

Dry Cleaners
"On The Square"

BE SMART -

GO THRIFTY

Thrifty Dress Shop
THRIFTY HAS
THE VALUES

915 College

Phone 838
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· . . Jane Benge and Joy Davis were seen
at the Lodge the othel' day and it was apparent that they were having a good time.
· . These two girls have been staying in
too dose. Remember girls, all work and
no play makes Mary a dull girl. . . . It
always causes a big discussion when a
science test is given. The only answer to
the questions is not according to what
things really are but what they are in the
books. . . . Grace Morgan recently got
the color pictures back that she took of
the Sadie Hawkins day activities and they
all turned out well. If you would like to
see them just ask Grace and she would be
glad to let you see them. George Wilcoxen
took some moving pictures of the race. I
haven't seen such a bevy of beautiful legs
since I worked for a piano company. The
best part of the movie was when Ted
Stewart tried to Kiss Fireball Cannon.
Lucky stiff. . . . Once upon a time there
was a beautiful blonde princess, and that
is the beginning of a good bedtime story.
· . . Randall Riley, from latest reports,
has been getting along much better with
tr.e girls in his Rapid Calculation Class.
That's the way Carroll, be nice to the dear
little creatures. . . . When Dr. Dodson
('sked what was the most common afflic1i" n of men, he meant colds, "Snap," not
p-irls. . . . Doris Kearn will have to learn
to laugh and Dr. Harman's jokes or she'll
spend the rest of her life known as " Sober
Sides." . . . You probably gave him a
big laugh when you showed up with the
new hair do Doris so how about laughing
at one or two of his jokes. And above
all watch out for barking dogs . . . . We
all know our registrar but not enou gh of
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us know the rest of the important office
force. Find out who Miss Moore, Miss
Gardner, Miss Mason and Mr. Brannon
are. You'll find that they are all just as
swell as those of us who know them think
they are. . . . The pictures for the school
annual were a little disappointing for all.
It's not that they don't look like us, that's
the trouble-they do. Better luck next
year. J erry Baker and Pig Driver carried
Wiggles and Giggles to the big party. Both
girls are from Sarasota, Florida and
brought plenty of that sunshine with
them. . . . Not many of you remember
Nelson Benz but before he graduated he
acquired quite a reputation with his voice.
He sang for the beauty pageant in 1947
and after graduation lived in Nashville
for a while. From there he went to school
of music in New York. Recently he apneared on an amateur show and all his
brother Pi Tau Nu's sent in a vote for him.
At this writing we don't know the results
but we hope you made it Nelson. . . .
Eince Joe Kessler got married he doesn't
g-=>t around like he used to. I guess he
studies a lot now. . . . Louie Rahall
think that Poppy Hagan kicks the prettiest legs in any chorus line. We won't
disagree wholeheartedly but she does
kick ONE of the prettiest legs in the line.
Others think that Jim LeGrande kicks a
shapely leg (we won't say what kind of
shape. but shapely). . . . Ruby Moore and
Norman looked as if they were enjoying
themselves at the Military Ball. Well I
h ope so. Sue Trammel had a big time because L. Rhea Taylor Jr., was with her.
Sue says that L. R. T. Jr. is a big spoiled
kid . . . . Everyone loves roast fowl so I'd

Serve You·rself The Best
The University Inn Cafeteria is known by students as an unexcelled eating place. Good food served cafeteria style-breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Stop in for a complete meal where you see and serve yourself your choice
of a large selection of the best, or drop by between classes for a sandwich
or drink with your friends.

University Inn Cafeteria
322 12th St.

George Wilcoxson
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like to give you a recipe that I read once
a long time ago. Have you gotten your
New Years goose yet? This recipe will tell
you how to prepare it when you do get it.
Roast Goose-Always take a good gander
at her first. If she's an old bird, give her
the go-by (young geese can always be
determined by their age) . Now for your
stuffing; if you know your stuff, buy it by
the can. At no time during the stuffing
should you press it into the bird. Instead
gently put your arm around her waist
and go off into a Lindy, Jitterbug, or
bounce, whichever you both do best. No
more than two choruses are necessary; in
that way the stuffing will settle into a
luvely, soggy, rubbery texture. Now lace
all cavities with fine old lace, tie wings
together and handcuff legs with nylon to
resemble a gladstone bag. Grab your bird
by the handle and check it, or chuck it
in the incinerator-don't hurry, don't
worry. When you get downstairs your
goose will be cooked. . . . The Delta
Theta Sorority had their Going Away
Party on Saturday night January 14, 1950
and it was a huge success. Dott Sugg and
Lois Wade as President and Vice-President respectively received beautiful gifts
from the sorority. Edy Mayfield the sponSCl' was dressed very attractively and
made sure that all of her girls were having a fine time with their dates. Present
at McFarland's Cherry Cottage were the
following: "Dumbo" Kluss and George
Manley, Dimple Kitchens and Bill Rudd,
JanC' Highsmith and Harry Brooks, Mr.
and Mrs. George Egbert (formerly Miss
C,ll olyn Carper), Tish Acree and David
Almand, Dot Sugg and Louie, Lois Wade
and Harold Hunter, Vera Thomas and
Hugh Hendrick, Maggie Mitchell and W .
A. Young, Maggie Farley and Randy
Barker, John Storey and Fireball Cannon,
Mary Bond and Carl Dunn, Betty Lu
Hedgepeth and Tom Pund, Jean Coules
and Bill Flaherty (Fringe around the top),

SOUTH ON 31-W
-
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Betty Peters and Edgar Pund, Mary Lyn
(Salty Dog) Dunbar and Eddie Nangle, and
J. H. Cole and Wilma Jane Gerstle who is
staying over to take a course in machine
drilL Everyone had a terrific time and
the conversation didn't lag for a second.
The fact that it was a going away party
didn't dampen the spirits of the guests at
alL The only two members who weren't
present were Charlotte Roberts and Faye
Wakeland, presumed to have a good excuse. May you all have many more successful parties. . . . Who were the two
local boys locked up one weekend? Tsk,
tsk, tsk . . . Bob Drake married EdnCl
C. on Saturday, January 14. Luck to you
both you surprised us all. . . . The m31'ried members of an organization are the
strongest when it comes to voting for a
stag or a drag party. Is it because thp~'
are ashamed of their choice for life or
do they want to get away from them for
a blessed few hours. At a recent vote for
a party the one who spoke loudest for a
stag party wasn't even at the part\'. The
question was would his wife let him out
or was he sick? . . . Abe Curry who ordinarily keeps pretty quiet and at home
was seen at the lodge recently witl} BC'l"nice Brown and as a dancing couple t.iwv
can really tear up the hardwood.
(Con till LIed on page 20)

Eat, Drink and Enjoy

Border's Pure Milk
And Ice Cream
Solei
At All Leading Stores

PHONE 2851-W

EAT AT

Bowling Green
Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.

MURRAY'S DRIVE-INN
Lost River
Next To Lost River Motor Court
Earl Murray, Prop.

Bowling Green

New and Used Ca rs
Repairs

Body Work

Louisville Road 1 Mile on Right
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Be Sure And Attend
The

TOWERS BALL
Friday

1

Feb. 3, 1950
AT
THE

ARMORY
Music

By

Hilburn Graves 11 Piece Orchestra
Featuring

Tennie Riley
See
Miss Towers of 1950
And
Mr. Personality
Miss Perso,nality
Best Dressed Boy
Best Dressed Girl
Most Versatile Boy
Most Versatile Girl
Most Handsome Boy
Most Popular Teacher

All At The 1950 Towers Ball
9 til I

$2.00 Advance. $2.50 Ai Door
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AROUND WITH DUTCH
(Continued from page 18)
Joe Tally and Ruth Ann Pearson are still
going strong. When does the day come up
Joe? . . . Pat Gant slapped Ted Stewart
at the Moose one night on Friday the thirteenth. What for Pat? Ted was with a
Miss Grafton . You never did tell me her
first name Ted. . . . Edgar Pund carried Betty Peters and Tom Pund carried
Bonnie Keller to the Alpha Sigma going
away party . I heard that it was a fine
party and everyone enjoyed themselves.
. . . Bruce Vice and Joan Creech have
been seen out quite a bit lately together.
Tell us Bruce is it a steady from now on.
. . . Peggy Rye is patiently waiting for
Al to get back from oversens. J LlSt wait
long enough Peggy and he'll get here .
Incidentally I hope that you are over the
illness that befell YOLl recently . . . . Betty
Dafron was out with Dodd the other
night. This is the first time that I have
rver seen this couple out together. . . .
P aul Maddox's wife Mary Lou presented
h im with a seven pound 8%-oz. baby girl.
CONGRATULATIONS' ! MR. AND MRS.
MADDOX. . . . Another coming marriage
is the one coming off on June 7 between
Bobbie Tucker and Tom Mills. All t]oe
luck in the world to you both .. . . P. B.
F . instead of going to her sorority party
like an active member of an organization
would, spent her time at a local club that
night. . . . If you want to see some fancy
steps on the dance floor, watch J oe Harman and Jean Angel some time. . . .
Bud Brown is wearing a beautiful patch
on his head. You should hear the weak
excuse he gives for its presence . . . . One
of the best examples of stamina, fortitude
and perserverance is Glen Tye . He goes
to school, tends bar from six till midnight,
and is a nightwatchman over one of the
leading department stores in Bow ling
Green from midnight till daybreak. Well,
som e people get old and some stay young

and full of wim, wigor, witality and
prunes. Rod Bray's little boy turned the
refrigerator up to freezing and froze the
works up. He was just trying to get the
suds cold, Rod. Especially the '92. .
Dorothy, the twinkle-eyed tiny waitress
at the Bowling Alley was in a serious
auto accident. We sure hope to see you
back soon, Dot . . . . Jean Clark and Jim
Fortune are still steady and can be found
in odd moments playing bridge. What a
waste of time, Jim, that is for people with
nothing better to do. . . . Charlie Hoover
is still playing it cool. He misses the gal
back home something fierce. . . . A bart ender is like a spiritualist. They both
bring you in contact with the spirit world.
. . . Ina Re McDaniels isn't getting
around like she used to. What could the
matter be . . . . To Eddie Jr. an apology
for not seeing you a month ago but I
hope to soon . . . . Doug Ragan and Doris
(formerly Gabbard) will not too long from
now be proud perambulator pushing parents. . . . The novelty t u nes Mona, I
used to work in Chicago, It's only a
shanty, and Two Old Maids made a big
hit with all the subscribers at the Toppers
Dance . . . . It is good to see Sue Neeley
back in town again after an illness of
some time. \Ve hope that you are well
for good, Sue, and have no recurrences.

F or Good Food

"Boost The Toppers"

La undry and Cleaners

Complete Laundry nnd
Dry Cleaning Service
For The Student
1122 Cenicr St.

Phone 520

EAT AT

BEWLEY'S

For Quality At Low Prices

STEAK HOUSE

Irs

One Mile North on 31-W

HOLLAND DRUGS

Bowling Green, Ky.
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Roger does too. . . . It looks like this
city council isn't going to be any better
than the last one. We still don't have that
street light up at 12th and College. . . .
Ma Rizley has been working overtime at
the new Sweet Shoppe. It really looks
swell, Ma. . . . Dennis Lilly will be doing
a land office business if the present trend
continues. All the girls are beginning to
follow Betty Kallam's hair style and
frankly the boys don't like it. A woman's
crowning achievement and glory is her
hair. Now they are having that cut to
the point where the boys have more on
theh, heads than the girls do. . . . Pug
Bolin can't stand the 7:10 classes. Oversleeping is the excuse for most of the cuts.
. . . By the time that this issue is out
Harold Greenfield and Beth Francis will
be Mr. and Mrs. We all hope that you
both have all the success and happiness
in the world. . . . In the olden days girls
used to attend gym classes and use dumbbells to get color in their cheeks. Now
they use color on their cheeks to get
dumb-bells . . . . At last report Margerite
Mitchell was still having trouble deciding
which Westel'n lad she wanted most to
go out with. . . . There's something feminine about a tree. It does a strip tease
in the fall, goes with bare limbs all winter, gets a new outfit every spring and
lives off the saps all summer. . . . A
word of warning to the characters in the
black Chevrolet who were following Jim
C. and his party around one night. Jim
is one of the quietest fellows in B. U. but
when "the occasion arises YOU don't want
to be around to enter into any discussions . . . .
There was quite a party the night of
January 20. Louise Grant, Jenny Meadow
and Jenny Mae Marr were all having a
terrific time at Bill Spugnardi's. Stan
Poston was with Pat Gant and Betty D.
was with Ed. There were lots of stag
girls but eventually everyone paired off
Teen-Age

Roblee's

For Girls

For Young Men
X-Ray Fitted Shoes

Bowling Green's
Newest Shoe Store

·Adams Shoe Store
428 E. Main
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as well as I could tell and everyone was
happy. David Donneley went to sleep but
Imogene Strickler kept Cecil Poteet wide
awake. Louise Stall played solo but still
enjoyed the party. Cheese and crackers
set the party off but not as much as Mary
Grant and Louise Meadow. Maurice
Skarer was wide awake and kept the
party going. Pat! Those trailers might
turn over. Take it easy, will you muscles?
. . . The Kappa Beta Pi Sorority had a
going away party at Cherry Cottage and
everyone was laughing and enjoying life
when the sponsor decided that they
shouldn't be so she broke up the party,
at least so the story goes. At last word
the sponsor has tendered her resignation
and the K. B. Pi's are in the market for
a new sponsor. Guests at the party were
Bonnie Keller, Bob Wilson, Edna Corey,
Charles Thompson, Pat Huggart, Paul
Steeley, Bobbie Tucker, A. L. Franklen,
Mary Jackson, Whitey Thomas (who incidentally have been hitting it off pretty
steadily lately), Pat Atkins, Bill Flaherty,
Marjorie Rombeau, Omar Willis, Francis
Gilmer, Tony Katsaboules, Bobbie Jean
Sudsy Fox, David Almand, Janith Faulks,
Guy Smith, Shirley Smith, Bob Keister,
Kathie Cox, Mahlon Honeycutt, June Ann
Abdoney, Wiley Mitchner, Sarah Harlowe,
Harry Brooks, Gerry Marrs, Rod Rodfus,
Lou Shields, Jimmy Cornwall, Lita Lewis,
Frank Martin, Malcolm Mitchell, and Mr.
and Mrs. Harris. Bonnie Keller got her
foot stuck in the coal bucket and danced
all over the floor with the bucket on
one foot. It was a riot. Was that party
where Sarah Harlowe and Gerry Marrs
got the sunburn on their faces? It's funny
but it only sunburned their chins and under their noses. Come now fellows why
don't you shave once in a while. It was
such a fine party that even the quartette
was in fine voice. Too bad that it couldn't
have lasted longer. A little suggestion. It
is better to have a sponsored group go
out and have a good time than to have
an unsponsored group go out. The point
that I am trying to put over is that if
the parties are restrained so much then
the parties will go on with out the presence of a sponsor. Which shall it be? . . .
TIle tnps to LOUlSVll1t! wr ureaKlast really turn out to be quite the parties. On
the night of the 23rd of January four
people went up to Louisville and really
had themselves a merry old time. First
was the Waterson Grill then over across
the street to the Plantation which had a
wonderful dance floor. The only catch
was that as soon as the two couples start-
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cd dancing the waiter told them that they
cOLlldn't as there was no amusement ta.x
charged and it is a state law that there
can't be dancing and -------- in the same
building without. a cover charge. Maybe
he was pulling their legs. From there they
went to the Barons Club where they had
the management, the head waiter and
especially the waiter Cookie in stitches.
One of the girls tried to make off with
a Moscow Mule cup, the curtains, an ash
tray, a cocktail glass, napkins. coasters, a
ch3ir, <md believe it or not the piano. It
\vas all taken in good humor and everyone had fun. Before the night was over
the same girl tried to take a Navy r ecruiting sign home, an ice cream sign, she
got a salt shaker, several menu s, and the
·ir:;ht ,~lobe from a ladies rest room. Well
Klepto, why not the lobby of th e Kentuckian, it would have looked n ice in your
room. Did you enjoy your sleep on the
,-,vav back. From the Barons Club they
we;lt looking for th e New Mill but coulcin't find it so settled for breakfast at
the Seelbach. . . . There are lots of new
students and I couldn't hope to name all
of them but here are some of them whom
you old studes shou ld get acquainted with
and make feel at home. Gene Stinnett,
Robert James, B ill Stowers, Jim Broyles.
Robert Sigmon, Calvin Alford. C lifton
Alford, Jerry Miles. Calvin Lewis, Milto;1
Howley, Howard McBroom. Bill Trousdale, James Hoover. Ruther Wynich. Ray
James. Hubert Craddock, Ray R oberson,
He ward McClure, Larrv Ireland, Rob2rt
L'·ol's. C. L. Johnson. o'ennis Elgin, Allan
1I( \\·at'll. James Duncan. Daniel Dock:-v,
·T<H'k Zcmb()yel'. Emerv Da.\'enporL Pa~l
Scott. James Taylor, Robert J ul ian,
Robert, Cook, Ray James, Hemy Ebling,
Eugene Knight, Spud Wilson and many
more that I don't have room fol'. Welcom e
all of you to the ha ll owed. roomy, s pacious rooms of B. U. and the staff of T .N.T.
hopes that each and everyone of you

"ONE DAY SERVICE"

Bryan' Cleal1ers
213 Main Street

Ph one 2622

Western Representative . ... . .. 0. C. Quirey
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have all the success possible in obtaining
the best education that can't be purchased. It will take a lot of work and much
of the midnight oil but I can tell \'OU
from personal experience that when you
walk out of the school with your degree
you will feel mighty proud that you
did study and work for what you
did . The girls' names and as manv
of their phone numbers and other
pert inc n t information that I can
gather without being impertinent will
come out in the next issue. Paul Maddox
said that he was going to enroll his new
daughter Marsha Louise in this semester
but they couldn't interrupt the penmanship class just to give her her feeding.
Mary Lou keeps cookies and mild milk
for Paul to cat during the wee hours
when he gEts up to feed the b:lb." . . . .
It is too bad that Hubv lVIoo1'e had to
leave to go back to teaclling but she said
that she had a contract that had to be
fulfilled. . . . Bonnie Keller is moving
from the W ilkins house to the house
where Edna Corey and Pat Hug~c:.rt are
living. How are you going to get all of
your souvenirs up there K ------ . , °
Jerry Baker was seen in the movie one
night with his arms around two girls and
talking to the girl in the seat behind
r,im. Some guys get all the women. . . .
I couldn't get her name but there is an
awfully cute blonde working out at the
F crril's Drive In. More water please' . . .
Th:: new dinner club out at the forks of
the old and new Louisville Road is terI i[c. The owner Frank McDaniel i3 one
of the nicest fellovv's that vou wOLlld W<lilt
to meet. The dinller club Manhattan
Towers is going tu bt, ~tricUy a no co\'e1'
charge club. There will be no int(lxicating beverages sold at all ]lot C\Oen a beer.
There will be soH drinks and to help you
enjoy your dinner there is a Hammond
Electric organ that soothes the spirit as
it moves the feet. . . . No Klepto, YOLI
can't have the neon si.t.:11 of[ the top oj'
the building . . . . Geurge Shemwell likecl
the old school so much that he has reenrolled for a little shol't-hand. Was it tlw
education or the people that you would
have to leave that brought you back
George? . . . Garland Fink is now known
as "Sporf'. Why? . . . One of the prominent men around the campus who is a
little shy of the fuzz on the head recently bought himself a hat that has more
fuzz on it than he does_ . . . Beth Fran cis, just after the wedding ceremony
when the bride kisses the poor defensless
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critter, crossed her eyes and so the story haven't caused any hard feelings or trod
goes gave Harold Greenfield the hiccups. on any toes too hard. We all have our
Is this true, Harold? . . . Scotty Wishart eccentricities and faults, no one is infallbrought his daughter over to school the ible, and all criticism is meant to be conother day and tried to enroll her in the structive. See you tonight at the Annual
commercial department but so the story Towers Ball.
Sincerely,
goes his wife said no, she wanted the
Dutch-"30"
young lady to stay at home a little longer. We hope that it wasn't the fellows at
Home is the place where a man can
the school that scared her away. . . .
Scottie says that his daughter is the boss say anything he pleases because no one
of the family with his wife as second in pays the slightest attention to him.
command. . . . Some people try to remember Rose Gregory's name by assocThere are no hopeless situations; there
iating it with a flower. Hence, sometimes are only men who have grown hopeless
you will hear her called Petunia. . . . about them.
J anuary the 26th marked exactly a year
since the post office here blew up. Not
Soldier: "A fellow just picked my pocmany of you remember it or were here ket."
but it was a tragic occurrence . . . Ed
Sailor: "What did he get?"
Steadman is getting quite handy with his
Soldier: "Practice."
flash camera and takes quite a few pict ures at the dances. I don't know whether
Teacher: In what battle did G en eral
you know it or not and I don't want to Wolfe cry, "I die happy?"
embarrass Eddie but just for your inforJohnny: H is last one.
m ation he was on the Death March on
Bataan and spent over three years in a
A man is that irrational creature who
J apanese Prison Camp. Eddie says that is always looking for a home atmosph ere
there are no hero stories he just happened in a hotel and hotel service around the
to be there with the rest of the men. . . . house.
'To nigh t is the big dance and it has been
told t hat Hilburn Graves plays on the
Judge: "Why is life unbearable wi ' h
stvle of Pee Wee Hunt. It should be a your wife?"
r ' ght dance. . . . To the new studes, in
Man: "Your honor, she insists on keepccse you can't find a room number you ing a goat in our bedroom, and I can't
h ad better ask someone that has been stand the odor."
1her e at least ten years and not look
Judge: "Can't you open a window? "
f nr it or you will wind up in Nashville.
Man: "What! And let out all my pigeThat isn't such a bad idea either. . . . ons!"
I'm sorry again that I haven't gotten
to all of you but maybe next month. If
Lady entering room, sees Senator pa cmy correspondents give me full co-opera- ing wildly.
tion and report what is going on I'll be
Lady: Are you nervous, Senator?
back. If you are ever in Lexington, KenSenator: Certainly not. Never nervous
tucky just call 35138 and I'll be more than before a speech. Why?
glad to see you. If you have any news
Lady: Well, nothing really, Senator. I
either send it to me in care of B. U. or iust wondered how you happened to be
give it to Tutt Snodgrass, he'll see that in the Ladies' Lounge.
I get it. Meanwhile, it has been a sincere
pleasure to be with you all and I wouldn't
Do you really love her? "
take anything for your friendship and
" Do I love her! Why I worship the
t he times that we have spent together, ground her father struck oil on!"
everyt hing from hearing Malcolm Mitchel
sing to taking a final exam. It has been
"Will your wife hit the ceiling when
real. To those who have some schooling you come in late?"
to get yet remember, obstacles are those
Probably. She's a rotten shot."
frightful things you see when you take
your eyes off the goal. To those whom I
Pop: Willie, you're a pig! You know
h ave joined in the list of graduates, it is
wise to know that we lose the peace of . what a pig is?
years when we hunt after the rapture of
Willie: Sure, Pop. It's a hog's little
moments. . . . I sincerely hope that I boy!

•
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This statement was overheard on the
street corner: "I tell you I hate the very
thought of one man after another making
love to me night after night. I'll be glad
when I've had enough of it."

•
Flattery is 90 per •
cent soap.

" Just as good" is seldom good and
never just.
Soap is 90 per cent lye.

BELIEVE ME
IT'S A GREAT SUIT
"TOWN CLAD"

February 1950

Getting baby to sleep is hardest when
she is about 18 years old.

•

Mother: "My dear, a nice girl does not
hold a young man's hand."
Daughter: "But, mother, a nice girl
has to!"

•

Mrs. J ones: "I've always said a
an's physical charms are her chief
ons in the battle of love."
Mrs. Catt: "Well, dear, you'll
be arrested for carrying concealed
ons."

womweapnever
weap-

•

N ever tell your friends anything you
don't want your enemies to know.
We're In Business For Your Health

Pea rson Drug Co.
Bowling Green, Ky.

Phone 34
Bowling Green,

Kentucky

QUESTIONS
A
B

C

An arrow and then a constellation
Plus hearty will give you my appellation.
The stork, 'tis said, has two legs-no more,
Yet here it seems to wind two into four.
Take these ingredients: "to heat and spice,"
When added to "taverns" I show in a trice. )
ANSWERS WILL APPEAR IN THE
NEXT ISSUE OF YOUR MAGAZINE

~~

WINNERS

j

JAMES PIERCE
CHUCK WEESNER
BOB MOORE
ANN HOWELL
MARY THOMAS
BILL POLK

RULES FOR CHESTERFIELD HUMOR MAGAZINE CONTEST
1. Identify the 3 s u bject s in back cover a d . All clues are in a d.
2. Submit an swers o n C hcst erfi dd w rap per o r reasonable fa csi mile to this publicatio n o ffice .
3. First ten correct a n s w e rs fr om diffe re nt s t ude nt s win a cnt l on ofChestctfit:ld Ciga re tt es e ach.
4. Entcr a s many a s you like. but a ne Chesterfield wra p per or facsimil e must accompany each entry,
5. Contes t c1osc. m id n ight. o ne week a ft er thi s issue', p Ub lica t ion date. New co nte. t next issue.
6. Answers and nMm es o f winners will Mppea r in the n ex t iss u e.
7. All answers beco me the pro perty or Chester fi eld .
8. Decision of judges will be final .

A

LAST MONTH'S ANSWERS & WINNERS
FRANK CAPRA. H onest or without guile is "frank." A
beautiful isle, Capri, with a change of a vowel, gives Capra.

B

CROSBY. Crops of the birds are "craws;" and insect that hums
is "bee." Run them together and you have CRA WSBEE
(CROSBY).

C

SEA, SEE, C. The "Sea" of Green Sea, the" See" in the phrase
"See Bing in his latest Picture," and the C. of "s. C."
WINNERS •••

BONNIE CALHOUN
BETTY LAWTHER
J . N. FARMBY
RALPH MILLER
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"Melody Time
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GLASGOW, KY.
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for

12 TO 12:30

RESERVATIONS

DINING & DA,NCING
IN LUXURY AT ECONOMICAL PRICES

MANHATTAN-TUW[R~
Louisville Road - Just Across College St., Bridge
Frank McDaniel-Owner

FORMAL OPENING - THUR. & FRI. FEB. 2 & 3
GRAND OPENING - SATURDAY, FEB. 4
See
The New York Skyline
As You

Dine and Dance
To The Music of A
Hammond Electric Organ

nd H. 8. Harrington
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